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Lithium (Li) is a prototypical simple metal at ambient conditions, but exhibits remarkable changes
in structural and electronic properties under compression. There has been intense debate about the
structure of dense Li, and recent experiments offered fresh evidence for new yet undetermined
crystalline phases near the enigmatic melting minimum region in the pressure-temperature phase
diagram of Li. Here, we report on an extensive exploration of the energy landscape of Li using
an advanced crystal structure search method combined with a machine learning approach, which
greatly expands the scale of structure search, leading to the prediction of four complex Li crystal
phases containing up to 192 atoms in the unit cell that are energetically competitive with known Li
structures. These findings provide a viable solution to the newly observed yet unidentified crystalline
phases of Li, and showcase the predictive power of the global structure search method for discovering
complex crystal structures in conjunction with accurate machine-learning potentials.

Light alkali metals lithium (Li) and sodium (Na) adopt
high-symmetry cubic crystal structure and exhibit nearly
free-electron behaviors at ambient conditions. These pro-
totypical simple metals, however, undergo drastic prop-
erty changes under strong compression, showcasing en-
hanced superconducting critical temperature Tc [1, 2],
metal–semiconductor/insulator transitions [3–6], anoma-
lous melting curves [7–10] and emergence of symmetry-
breaking structures [11, 12]. These remarkable proper-
ties are accompanied by a series of transitions into com-
plex crystal structures in the pressure-temperature (P-T)
phase diagram, which present formidable challenges to
both experimental measurements and theoretical elucida-
tion. The ground state of Li was recently found to adopt
an fcc structure rather than the previously recognized 9R
structure [13]. Meanwhile, temperature-induced phase
transitions around the melting minimum at high pres-
sures were observed in Na [12] and recently proposed for
Li [10, 14], but determination of pertinent Li structures
remains an open question.

Concerted experimental and theoretical efforts in past
decades have led to the construction of phase diagram of
Li up to ∼130 GPa at low temperatures. Its crystal struc-
ture transforms from the bcc (298 K) to cI16 structure at
42 GPa through the intermediate fcc and hR1 structures
[11], followed by a complex phase transition sequence,

cI16
∼62GPa

→ oC88
∼70GPa

→ oC40
∼95GPa

→ oC24, accompa-
nied by an intriguing metal-semiconductor-metal transi-
tion [5, 6, 8]. The melting curve of Li reaches a maxi-
mum followed by a pronounced minimum [8–10], similar
to those observed in other alkali metals [7, 15–17]. The
melting minimum of Li occurs in the pressure range of

40 − 60 GPa, but the melting temperature (Tm) is sen-
sitive to the pre-melting crystal structure and nuclear
quantum effects (NQEs). Single crystal X-ray diffraction
measurements by Guillaume et al. determined Tm to be
190 K [8]. But later resistivity measurements by Schaef-
fer et al. found a higher Tm of 306 K [9]. The discrep-
ancy was attributed to the emergence of an amorphous
structure before melting. However, recent X-ray diffrac-
tion measurements with a rapid compression scheme by
Frost et al. revisited this disputed region and found Tm

between 275 and 320 K, below which evidence for new
crystalline phases was found [10].
Ab initio simulations [18–20] predicted Tms between

250-300 K, in fair agreement with experimental measure-
ments [9, 10]. Calculations using the Wigner-Kirkwood
approximation for NQEs in the liquid and the lattice en-
tropy in the solid [21] produced a Tm of 200 K between
40 and 60 GPa, close to the measured value reported in
Ref. [8]. All these works regard cI16 as the solid phase
before melting, and a recent computational study pro-
posed a temperature-induced phase transition from the
cI16 to a C2/m structure before melting, predicting a Tm

of at least 300 K and a pre-melting regime with collec-
tive atomic motions [14]. It is known that Na has crystal
structures containing up to 512 atoms in a unit cell near
its melting minimum [12]. Given the similarities between
Li and Na, along with recent computational and exper-
imental findings [9, 10, 14], it is reasonable to expect a
rich polymorphism and the emergence of complex crystal
structures for Li near its melting minimum.
In this work, we explore the potential energy sur-

face (PES) of Li around the melting minimum using
the swarm-intelligence-based CALYPSO method [22–25]
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FIG. 1. Predicted crystal structures of Li. (a) mP160, (b) oP192, (c) oP48, and (d) tI20. Two views are given in each case.
Atoms in different rhombic prisms in (a), (b) or different layers in (c) are shown in black and grey, respectively, while atoms in
the host-guest structures in (d) are shown in black and grey, respectively. See text for detailed descriptions.

combined with a machine learning potential named Deep
Potential (DP) [26, 27]. This approach allows examina-
tion of crystal structures containing up to 200 atoms,
which was previously prohibited by the high computa-
tional cost of global structure searches based on density
functional theory (DFT). Our study identifies four crys-
tal structures denoted by Pearson notations of mP160,
oP192, oP48 and tI20. Among them, the mP160 and
oP192 structures are of the same kind comprising par-
allel atomic chains, the oP48 structure is composed of
symmetry-related atomic layers analogous to the experi-
mentally identified oC88 and oC40 phases, and the tI20
structures can be seen as a commensurate host-guess
structure corresponding to incommensurate composite
structures in heavier alkali metals. Gibbs free energy
calculations for various experimentally observed and the-
oretically predicted Li phases indicate a complex energy
landscape with multiple shallow minima, suggesting that
the four predicted structures are experimentally accessi-
ble as promising candidates for the undetermined phases
observed in recent experiments [10]. The present work
demonstrates an efficient approach for exploring multi-
minima PES and identifying complex crystal structures
under diverse P-T conditions, laying the foundation for
elucidating broad range of properties.

Our structure searches used the DP model as the PES
calculator [26, 27] for the CALYPSO method [22–25],
which has successfully predicted the structures of a large
number of systems [28], including the semiconducting
oC40 phase of Li [5]. Taking advantage of this acceler-

ated structure optimization scheme supported by the effi-
cient DP model, we performed high-throughput searches
with simulation cells containing 1-200 atoms at 50 and 60
GPa. More than 600,000 structures were sampled, among
which about 5,000 lowest-enthalpy structures were fur-
ther subjected to duplicate elimination and refinement by
the DFT calculations. Further computational details for
DFT calculations and DP constructions are provided in
Supplemental Material [29] Sec. SI and SII, respectively.
Using this approach, we reproduced the experimentally
observed cI16 and oC88 phases of Li and found four ad-
ditional energetically competitive structures denoted by
mP160, oP192, oP48 and tI20 shown in Fig. 1. These
structures contain large numbers of atoms in the unit cell
and complex bonding arrangements. Pertinent structure
files along with those of other low-lying crystal structures
are provided in Supplemental Material [29].

The mP160 phase [Fig. 1(a)] has the P1 space group
symmetry with 160 atoms in the unit cell and atomic
chains arranged in parallel along the c axis. Every four
chains form a rhombic prism stacked alternatively in the
b-c plane. Several similar structures including the re-
cently proposed dimerized C2/m structure [14] also have
been predicted by our searches. These structures have
smaller unit cells and higher symmetries [see Supple-
mental Material [29], Sec. SIIIA], and they are differ-
ent from the mP160 in the arrangement of the prisms
and are nearly degenerate with the mP160 phase at 50
and 55 GPa, but become unfavorable at higher or lower
pressures. An interesting phenomenon observed in the
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FIG. 2. DFT enthalpy per atom for experimental (dashed
line) and predicted structures (solid line) of Li as a function of
pressure between 40 and 75 GPa relative to the cI16 structure.

mP160 structure is that the atomic chains are gradually
distorted with increasing pressure, similar to structural
changes during melting of a crystal (Fig. S5). This phe-
nomenon is not observed in other structures of this type
due to the constraints of the higher symmetry and smaller
unit cells, and it is responsible for the favorable enthalpy
of the mP160 phase of Li. Another notable phenomenon
observed in the mP160 phase, as well as other structures
described below, is the wide distribution of distances of
the nearest-neighbor contacts (Fig. S5). At 50 GPa, the
Li...Li distances are between 2.01−2.47 Å. This bond al-
ternation is also found in the experimentally identified
oC88 and oC40 phases, and is a common feature of Li at
high pressure due to Peierls distortion [5, 30, 31].
The oP192 phase [Fig.1(b)] in the Pcc2 symmetry con-

tains 192 atoms in the unit cell. It is a mP160-like
structure but formed by more distorted rhombic prisms
(along the c axis), with wrinkled atomic layers in a-b

plane stacked along the c axis.
The oP48 phase [Fig.1(c)] shares similar structural fea-

tures with the oC88 and oC40 structures, exhibiting a
3D irregular network [see top of Fig. 1(c)] and contain-
ing a series of atomic layers [see bottom of Fig. 1(c)].
The oP48 phase adopts the Pbcn symmetry, with six
crystallographically distinct Li atoms in the eightfold 8b
Wyckoff site, forming two symmetry-related 8-atom lay-
ers (shown in grey) and two symmetry-related 16-atom
layers (shown in black).
The tI20 phase [Fig.1(d)] adopts the I4 symmetry in

a commensurate host-guest structure. The host struc-
ture comprises double helixes along the c axis (shown
in black), while the guest structure is composed of Li-Li
dimers located at the body center of the tetragonal cell
(shown in grey). One of the most intriguing discoveries
in alkalis under pressure is the emergence of incommen-

surate host-guest structures in Na-V, K-III and Rb-IV
[12, 32–34]. The tI20 phase of Li is a counterpart of this
type of structures.

We have performed enthalpy calculations using DFT
at a high level of accuracy for the four newly predicted
Li structures along with those of the experimentally ob-
served cI16, oC88, and oC40 phases, and the results are
plotted as a function of pressure in Fig. 2. Our results
for the known Li structures are in good agreement with
previous theoretical calculations [6, 35]. The cI16 phase
is stable up to ∼67 GPa, beyond which the semiconduct-
ing oC40 phase is enthalpically favorable; meanwhile,
the oC88 phase is less favorable than the cI16 phase
at all pressures (about 2 meV higher in enthalpy than
the cI16 at 65 GPa). Experimentally, the oC88 phase
was observed at 77 K above ∼62 GPa [8], and a theo-
retical calculation assessed its Gibbs free energy under
harmonic approximation and found that the free energy
of the oC88 phase at 65 GPa was lower than that of the
cI16 phase at finite temperatures [35]. Similarly, all four
predicted structures of Li are less favorable in enthalpy
than the cI16 phase by a few meV. However, these struc-
tures show lower enthalpies than the oC88 phase between
40− 62 GPa, and among them the mP160 phase has the
lowest enthalpy below 53 GPa, while the oP192 and oP48
phases have the lowest enthalpies at 55 and 60 GPa, re-
spectively. The tI20 phase is nearly degenerate with the
oC88 phase in the entire pressure range considered.

The dynamic stability of the oP48 and tI20 phases
was verified by the absence of imaginary frequency in
the Brillouin zone via phonon calculations (Supplemen-
tal Material [29] Sec. SI, Fig. S1). For the mP160
and oP192 phases, the large unit cells make DFT-based
phonon calculations prohibitively expensive, thus the dy-
namic stability is examined by Deep Potential molecular
dynamics (DPMD) simulations at T = 100 K, using the
NPT ensemble, at 45 and 55 GPa, respectively. The
mean-square displacements remain nearly constant dur-
ing the 1 ns simulation period, indicating that these two
structures are dynamically stable (Supplemental Mate-
rial [29], Sec. IIIB, Fig. S6).

The thermodynamic stability of various Li phases near
the melting minimum were determined by their relative
Gibbs free energy. We first revisited the relative stabil-
ity between the experimentally observed cI16 and oC88
phases by calculating the Gibbs free energy via two ap-
proaches: (i) under harmonic approximation using both
finite displacement (FD) and density functional pertur-
bation theory (DFPT) methods within DFT (see Supple-
mental Material [29], Sec. SI), and (ii) considering anhar-
monicity using thermodynamic integration (TI) through
DPMD (see Supplemental Material [29], Sec. SIV). The
DP error of the Li-DP-Hyb2 model relative to DFT in-
creases with increasing temperature, but stays less than
1 meV/atom at temperatures below 150 K (see Supple-
mental Material [29], Sec. SIIC). The statistical uncer-
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FIG. 3. Gibbs free energy of the oC88 structure as a func-
tion of temperature relative to the cI16 structure at 65 GPa,
calculated under the harmonic approximation using both FD
and DFPT methods through DFT, and considering anhar-
monicity using TI through DPMD. Error bars are shown for
the TI results, which are estimated from the DP error and
statistical uncertainty in the MD simulations.

tainty for molecular dynamics (MD) calculations was es-
timated to be well below 1 meV/atom. The calculated
Gibbs free energy as a function of temperature is shown
in Fig. 3. All the calculations produced higher free energy
of the oC88 phase than that of the cI16 phase. Under
harmonic approximation, the FD and DFPT methods
give consistent results with a difference of less than 1
meV/atom. The relative free energy of the oC88 phase
slightly decreases with increasing temperature, but re-
mains above that of the cI16 phase up to 300 K. At 0
K, the zero-point energies for the cI16 and oC88 phases
calculated by FD (DFPT) are 83.1 (83.0) and 83.2 (83.4)
meV/atom, respectively. This result implies that while
NQEs contribute significantly to the free energy, they are
largely canceled between the two structures, in agree-
ment with previous ab initio path-integral MD stud-
ies [14, 20]. Considering anharmonicity, there is a differ-
ent trend of relative free energy of the oC88 phase, which
increases rapidly with increasing temperature. This re-
sult indicates that anharmonic effects tend to destabilize
the oC88 phase and play an increasingly important role
at increasing temperatures. Overall, our present results
strongly suggest metastability of the oC88 phase against
the cI16 phase and highlight a major role of anharmonic
effects on determining the relative stability among Li
phases.

We now proceed to assess the thermodynamic stabil-
ity of the four predicted Li structures by calculating their
Gibbs free energy using TI through DPMD. The free en-
ergies calculated at 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, and 70 GPa of the

predicted, experimental and liquid phases of Li are plot-
ted as function of temperature up to 300 K are shown in
Fig. 4. The results show that the melting temperature
is 262 K at 45 GPa and gradually increases to above 300
K at 70 GPa.

At 45 and 50 GPa [Fig. 4(a) and (b)], only the cI16
and mP160 phases are dynamically stable, and the cI16
phase is lower in free energy by only ∼2-4 meV/atom.
Note that the relative free energy of the mP160 phase
gradually decreases with increasing temperature at 45
and 50 GPa. This leads to free energy differences among
the cI16, mP160 and liquid phases lower than 2 meV
at 250 K. At 55 and 60 GPa [Fig. 4(c) and (d)], the
predicted oP48 phase becomes the second most stable
structure until melting. The predicted oP192 phase is
dynamically stable only at 55 GPa and shows lower free
energies than the oC88 phase. At 65 and 70 GPa [pres-
sures where the oC88 phase is observed in experiment,
Fig. 4(e) and (f)], the oC88 phase is the second most sta-
ble structure at low temperatures, while the oP48 and
tI20 phases possess lower free energies than the oC88
phase above ∼110 K (at 65 GPa) and above ∼160 K
(at 70 GPa), respectively. The small differences in free
energy between various Li phases are sometimes within
the errors of the current DPMD simulations, highlighting
the difficulty in theoretically assessing the relative stabil-
ity of Li phases around the melting minimum. However,
several insights can be gained from the present work: (1)
The mP160 phase is the most promising candidate struc-
ture at finite temperatures below 50 GPa, as it exhibits
nearly degenerated Gibbs free energy with the cI16 and
liquid phases at 50 GPa and 250 K, where all other com-
peting phases are dynamically unstable; (2) the oP48
phase exhibits superior thermodynamic stability among
all the predicted structures and the experimentally ob-
served oC88 phase at 55 GPa; (3) Li exhibits a nearly
flat energy landscape with multiple shallow local minima
around the melting minimum, on which the predicted
structures compete with the previously reported cI16 and
oC88 phases within a small free energy window of only
a few meV. These considerations suggest that the four
newly predicted Li structures should be experimentally
accessible, and their occurrence would be sensitive to ex-
perimental P-T paths.

In summary, we demonstrate in this work that the
combination of the state-of-the-art swarm-intelligence-
based global optimization and deep leaning techniques
allows to explore and construct the PES of materials in
unprecedented scales and details. By taking the challeng-
ing problem of Li phases around the melting minimum as
a prominent case study, we discovered four complex crys-
tal structures with large unit cells containing up to 192
atoms that host competing Gibbs free energies compara-
ble with those previously observed in experiments. A re-
cent experimental work observed X-ray diffraction peaks
of crystalline phases of Li in this P-T region through a
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FIG. 4. Gibbs free energies of various Li structures relative to
the cI16 phase as a function of temperature, calculated using
TI through DPMD at (a) 45, (b) 50, (c) 55, (d) 60, (e) 65,
and (f) 70 GPa.

rapid compression scheme by taking advantage of high X-
ray flux at modern synchrotron [10]. However, the data
are not sufficient to unambiguously assign structures due
to the difficulties associated with the sample containment
and the degradation of the diamond cell. The present
work offers strong evidence for the existence of new solid
phases of dense Li around the melting minimum, and our
findings are expected to stimulate further theoretical and
experimental exploration of this intriguing problem.
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